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1. What Has Been Done

More than 1,500 million people -- 30 percent of and has sought to develop a new view of what the
the world's population -- still do not have access guiding principles should be. This work has
to safe water. The consequences for their health, culminated in three recent major reports. The
productivity and quality of life, as well as first, Community Water Supply: The Handpump
secondary implications for economic develop- Option (Arlosoroff and others 1987), focuses on
ment, the role of women and poverty alleviation, the technical and policy issues relating to one of
are believed to be enormous. Since the 1960s, the principal technologies used to supply water to
extensive efforts have been mounted to correct rural people. The second report, Rural Water
this problem, with increased emphasis since the Supply and Sanitation: Time for a Change
inauguration in 1981 of the United Nations' (Churchill 1987), explores in detail the importance
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanita- of time savings as a benefit from investments in
tion Decade. the rural water supply sector, and the implications

Significant advances have been made, and the for planning and investment in the sector. This
estimated number of rural people without access report, the third in the series, describes the
has been reduced from about 80 percent of the principles that should guide development of the
rural population of developing countries in the sector. The major themes of this report are:
1960s to less than 60 percent at present. But the
pace of progress has fallen far short of that hoped * It is vital that all parties involved in efforts to
for by most governments, donors, and unserved improve community water supply -- govern-
communities. The Decade's goal of universal ment agencies, donors, advisors, community
coverage remains a distant vision. leaders, and residents -- recognize and adhere

Other causes for concern have come to light, too. to the principle that it is the local people
Many improvement projects have proved to be themselves, not those trying to help them, who
neither sustainable nor replicable. Rapid popu- have the most important role. The community
lation growth has made a large task larger. itself must be the primary decision maker, the
Widespread failures of new water supply systems, primary investor, the primary maintainer, the
mainly from inadequate maintenance, have un- primary organizer, and the primary overseer.
dercut the gains. A harsh worldwide economic The remaining themes stem from this funda-
climate, especially hard on the developing coun- mental precept.
tries, which suffer flagging economic growth and It is crucial to determine what the community
high debt burdens, has imposed tighter constraints really wants and is able and willing to sustain.
on the availability of resources for investments in Local preferences and local ability and will-
water supply and sanitation. ingness to commit resources must be the

Large sums are being spent on improvement guiding force in every aspect of improvement
efforts. Yet, to reach the goal of universal efforts, from design through implementation.
coverage will require much larger sums -- far In particular this includes the choice of
exceeding what governments and donors have technology, whether the choice is for low-
invested so far or are likely to be able to invest cost open wells at one extreme or more costly
in the years ahead. While no one has precise systems involving individual house connec-
figures, it has been estimated that governments tions at the other. If communities choose and
and donors are currently spending about US$1,500 can support a higher or lower level of service
million a year on rural water supply. Estimates of than that recommended by outside experts,
the amounts required to reach universal coverage then local will should prevail.
by 2000 range from three to five times that figure. An integral and essential part of an effective
It is evident that governments and donors can strategy is to mobilize the community's own
provide only a modest fraction of the resources resources, both financial and nonfinancial.
needed. This is necessary to assure that the community

During the past several years, the World Bank truly is in control, that systems remain
has examined the sources of past disappointments operating, and that the limited funds available
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to the government be directed to wherever the place of the resources of the community itself.
they are needed most. A goal of every Everyone involved at every level in efforts to
improvement effort should be to bring closer improve water supplies must face up to this. There
the day when the community can cover all of must be an awareness, in short, that local people
the costs of its water service from its own are their own best asset and their own most
resources. Many communities could and promising mechanism for bringing about change.
should contribute more now to meeting their The potential advantages of proceeding from
costs than they have been expected to in the this outlook, instead of from the older top-down
past. approaches are considerable. Improvement ef-
The primary role of government agencies and forts are more likely to meet felt needs. Invest-
donors must change from that of direct ments are more likely to be well spent. New
providers and financers of services to that of projects are more likely to be completed and kept
facilitators. in service, since they will be locally led and will
As facilitators, government agencies and depend less on outside funds, materials, and
donors have a variety of vital supportive personnel that may not be forthcoming when
functions to perform in the areas of training, needed. As a result, the country's overall re-
information dissemination, and technical and sources are likely to be more efficiently util-
managerial assistance. They should also work ized.
to reduce barriers to the development of No less important, more communities are more
private sector suppliers of equipment, drilling likely to get safe water sooner and, because of that,
and maintenance services. water sector policies and programs will be better
Institutional responsibilities need to be rede- instruments to help alleviate poverty, improve the
fined, and initiatives to strengthen institu- lot of women, and increase equity. As commu-
tions need to be reoriented in many countries, nities are encouraged and supported to do as much
so that they are more consistent with the for themselves as they can from their own
appropriate roles of government agencies, resources, the limited funds available from gov-
donors, and communities. ernment sources and donor aid can be conserved

and used wherever they are needed most, whether
For some, these ideas - - especially the implication to assist the poorest communities or to facilitate
that the disadvantaged rural people should pay for faster economic growth.
improved water services -- will seem a hard- There is noithing wholly new in these ideas and
hearted, commercial approach. The evidence, nothing particularly complicated. In a way, they
however, is now in: the worst possible approach is represent a return to concepts that the residents of
to see poor people as having no resources. developing communities might say have been
Treating the people as the objects (not the obvious to them all along.
subjects) of development inevitably leads to To appreciate what led to the recent thinking at
unsustainable subsidies, which reach primarily the World Bank regarding this sector, it is
those of greater influence and least need, and to important to be aware of certain facts about: the
malfunctioning and restricted services which benefits of community water supply improve-
leave the lot of the poor unchanged. Promises of ments; the present situation and prospects for
free service for all too often result, in practice, future progress; advances in low-cost technology,
in some service for a few and little or none for and the World Bank's experience with the sector.
most.

There can be no escaping the fact that in the The Benefits of Improving Community Water
severely resource-constrained conditions that Supply
most developing countries will continue to face in
the decades ahead, the best resource available to Improving water supplies has been a high priority
people in underdeveloped communities is them- activity for rnost developing country govern-
selves. Other resources -- from government ments, donor agencies, and communities for many
agencies and aid donors -- are too likely, in years now. This emphasis has occurred after
practice, to be inadequate, inappropriate, or considerable reflection about whether two funda-
unreliable from the community's perspective, as mental conditions are satisfied, conditions that are
well as unsustainable from the national perspec- crucial in making appropriate choices in any
tive. Such resources can help, but they cannot take sector. The first is whether the benefits of water
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supply improvements exceed the costs. The second The time savings benefit results from delivering
is whether some form of public action -- by the water closer to where people live and work. For
community or higher level authorities -- is vast numbers of communities, the task of getting
required or whether private individual initiatives water, including walking to and form the source
are sufficient. and waiting in queues, is still very time consum-

What has been learned is that the answers to ing. In some places, families spend several hours
these questions depend on the particulars: on the a day getting water. Improvement projects have
particular improvement plan proposed; on the reduced the time substantially. In a village on the
particular types and severity of market failures, Mueda Plateau in Mozambique, an improvement
distortions, and government interventions that project reduced the average time that women
may exist in the water supply sector and the spend collecting water to 25 minutes; in a similar
markets for other goods and services; on the village that still relied on traditional water sources,
particular objectives of communities and higher the average time was more than two hours. Saving
level authorities; and on the particular stance they time also means saving energy, since carrying
take on whether to alleviate poverty immediately water-laden containers long distances is strenuous
and redistribute wealth or, alternatively, to work. This is an important consideration for
emphasize the acceleration of economic growth. people living on limited calorie-protein intake
Much has been learned, too, about the costs of the and dependent on their own physical labor in
various technological options and about the im- fields or cottage industries.
portance of counting all the costs. In addition, the time saved can be used for

Most important, the benefits are now under- directly productive activities or a variety of other
stood better. Water supply improvements can household tasks. A gain of some kind in people's
have several different kinds of benefits: those well-being is achieved regardless of whether the
related to health, time savings, other direct effects time is used to cultivate crops, tend a home
(better reliability of service, more convenient garden, trade in the market, keep small livestock,
hours of operation, and better water quality in care for children, get more education, or even
terms, of taste, clarity, and odor), and indirect simply rest and gain strength for the next day.
effects (for example, on poor people's incomes, if, The role of women in rural communities and the
as a result of improved health and time savings, contributions that improved water supply can
they become more productive). make in the lives of women are important. The

The effect on health has been hypothesized by time saved is the time, typically, of the women in
some to be of vital significance for overali the household, for it is usually they who fetch the
development. Others have questioned this view, water. Their time and energy are among the
pointing out that many water projects have not household's most important resources and are vital
produced convincing evidence of health gains. for the health and well-being of the household's
Recent reexaminations of the data have helped to members, for the rearing of its children, and for
clarify the issue (Box 1). There can now be no the success of its productive activities.
doubt that water supply improvements do have The other direct benefits of water supply im-
considerable potential to help improve health. But provements -- reliable service, convenient hours
if that potential is to be realized, many other of operation, taste, clarity, and odor -- are often
changes must be brought about in rural commu- treated as unimportant in planning efforts, in part
nities besides simply installing new hardware. because they are difficult to quantify. In fact,
The hardware components of water projects are though, in some situations, they have been more
only one link in a long chain. The other links crucial than the health or time-savings benefits.
involve changing hygiene habits and other factors In some communities, for example, the residents
and can require actions ranging from providing have been willing to invest resources in putting
better education to promoting public health pro- a new well right next to a traditional unimproved
grams. If any one link is missing, health indicators supply even though there may be no health gains
may not improve. But this does not mean that or time savings.
investing in individual links is futile. Where it is The indirect benefits which are related to
not possible to upgrade all links simultaneously, promoting economic development and poverty
one must take a longer view, proceed step by step, alleviation, are easier to speculate about than to
and not expect to see large health improvements document. Insofar as water supply improvements
until the last step has been completed. help communities to become healthier and result
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Box 1. Health Effects of Improved Water Supply and Sanitation

The declaration of the International Drinking Water Sup- is that improved water supply and sanitation are necessary,
ply and Sanitation Decade and the formulation of current but not always sufficient, conditions for improved health.
strategies for rural water supply and sanitation are predicated More specifically, the effect of improved water supplies is
on the assumption that use of improved facilities will improve likely to be greatest when there are concomitant improve-
health substantially. However, for a number of reasons, ments in excreta disposal practices and other personal hygiene
efforts do demonstrate and measure the link between im- behaviors. The corollary is that the changes necessary for an
provements in water and sanitation and benefits to health effect on health are most likely to occur where there is a real
have not always succeeded. demand for improved exereta disposal facilities, such as in

One problem is the variety of ways in which better water densely-populated areas. Furthermore, it is in the urban
supply and excreta disposal facilities actually affect health. fringes and more densely populated rural areas where the
Some diseases (such as typhoid and cholera) are often water- effect on health of improved sanitation is likely to be great-
borne and are thus affected mainly by the bacteriological est.
quality of the drinking water; other diseases (such as shigel- Ten years ago, a World Bank expert panel concluded that
losis and trachoma) are usually water-washed and so depend "long-term longiitudinal studies of large size and expense are
on the quantity of water used for personal hygiene; another probably the only means through which there is any chance
group (including schistosomiasis) is water-washed and re- of isolating a specific quantitative relationship between water
quires that direct contact between people and infected water supply and health." Recent developments suggest that case-
should be minimized; and some diseases (such as sleeping control and cross-sectional methods have promise as ways of
sickness and river blindness) are transmitted by water related assessing such a relationship rapidly, validly, and at reason-
insect vectors which breed in or near water sources, and able cost. However, such evaluations would be appropriate
require that populations be located away from the water only where, after an assessment of direct economic benefits
sources. Another difficulty in evaluating health improvements and willingness to pay, it is uncertain whether a project
is separating the effects of water supply and sanitation inter- should proceed and where it is considered likely that the im-
ventions from other factors that may contribute to the spread provements will have a substantial effect on health.
of disease.

Despite these and other serious methodological problems, Box Table 1.1 Typical Effects of Improved Water Supply
it is possible to compile an overall picture of the effect of im- and Sanitation Conditions on Diarrheal Morbidity
proved water supply and sanitation on one of the more im-
portant health problems - diarrheal disease in young chil- Median reduction in
dren. Box Table 1.1 shows the results of a recent literature diarrhea morbidity
review by the World Health Organization's Diarrheal Dis- Conditions (percent)
eases Control Program. Although some studies demonstrated
no improvement in health, the review showed that typically Improved water quality 16
diarrhea morbidity is reduced when water supply and sanita- Improved water availability 25
tion are improved and that reductions in mortality from di- Improved water quality
arrheal diseases are somewhat greater. The effects are by no and availability 37
means negligible, but they are substantially lower than predic- Improved excreta disposal 22
tions that are commonly used to justify investments in water
and sanitation projects. Souice: Esrey and others (1985).

On both theoretical and empirical grounds, the conclusion

in time savings, they make it possible for people quoted earlier. From figures reported by govern-
to be more productive, and increased productiv- ment agencies to the World Health Organization,
ity gives rise to higher levels of income. it has been estimated that in 1983 nearly 60

Poverty alleviation is aided in that better health, percent of rural people in developing countries
saved time, greater productivity (and hence in- did not have access to safe water (Table 1).
come), and -- last but not least -- the better water The actuaLl number unserved was probably
itself are among the requirements for raising the substantially greater than 60 percent, since the
living standard of the poor. Water projects, like reported coverage figures often overstate those
education and health-care projects, are among the who truly have reasonable access and choose to use
most common kinds of direct initiatives to allevi- the improveid service. Recent in-depth assess-
ate poverty that countries can promote. ments in East and West Africa revealed that the

population actually using improved water supply
The Present Situation and Future Outlook schemes was only one-third of the population

reported to have access. A survey in India showed
The number of people without access to safe water that only about one-half of the villagers nominally
is still very large -- an estimated 1,500 million, as served by handpumps actually used them.
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Table 1. Rural Water Supply Coverage, 1983 ensure that there are just as many rural Africans
unserved in 2000 as there were in 1985.

Percentage Daunting as these challenges may be, they are
Region not covered not the end of the story. Most developing

countries face severe financial, technical, and
Africa 71 institutional constraints. In many cases, the easier,
Asia and Pacific 56 less expensive areas have been tackled first,
Latin America and Caribbean 51 leaving the harder tasks ahead. And, while new

construction goes on, the problems of keeping
Total 59 existing systems functioning continue to grow.

Although there are no global data, informed
Source: World Health Organization data in World Water (1986). opinion has it that one in four rural water supplies

is out in most developing countries, and that in
some countries construction of new facilities is not

During the 1980s the actual coverage has even keeping pace with the failure of existing
undoubtedly improved. Under the aegis of the facilities.
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanita- In many cases, maintenance of the systems has
tion Decade, expanded efforts have been mounted depended heavily on the central government for
to reduce the number unserved. Yet even under finance and technical support. As more systems
optimistic assumptions, the number unserved in are built and commitments grow, pressures on
1987 is still about 50 percent. In some areas, government spending are becoming more acute.
progress is much slower than in others. In Africa, In short, disappointing as progress may have been,
two of every three rural people still do not have there are doubts both about the prospects of
access to an improved supply. In Asia and the sustaining schemes that have been built and about
Pacific, where 40 years ago coverage levels were extending services to those still unserved, unless
similar to those in Africa, rapid progress has been a different approach is taken.
made. In Latin America and the Caribbean, Conventional top-down approaches, with cen-
coverage has historically been higher than in other tral governments and external agencies taking
regions, but slow to rise further. dominant roles, have missed the mark often. To

Continued population growth will make future mention two examples from many: in one
efforts to increase coverage even more difficult, Southeast Asian project, the government dug
and will add to the problems of catching up with wells, installed handpumps, and committed itself
past neglect. Rural populations are still growing to maintaining them, only to find that the people
rapidly (Table 2), despite migration to urban continued to use their traditional surface water
centers. The situation is especially difficult in sources; in an East African project, improvements
Sub-Saharan Africa. Many observers would were built without adequate planning to support
consider it unduly optimistic to hope that the the recurrent costs, with the result that even
number of rural people with access to safe water though the people welcomed the new facilities and
might double by the end of the century. Yet, even wanted to use them, the systems fell into disrepair
if this is achieved, rural population growth will and disuse.

The problem is not, as once was thought, that
the available technologies are too complex to be

Table 2. Rural Population Growth in Developing used by rural people. Certainly, some technolo-
Countries, 1980 and 2000 gies are excessively complicated, but others exist

now that are simple enough for anyone to operate
Rural population and maintain, even with minimal training. Also,

(millions) rural people have greater skill in handling new
technologies than is sometimes appreciated. It is

Region 1980 2000 ironic but true that inoperative water supply
systems are found in areas where bicycles, radios,

Africa 330 450 irrigation pumps, ceiling fans, and small industrial
Asia and Pacific 2,060 2,510 machines are reliably maintained. It is apparent
Latin America and Caribbean 120 130 that what is at fault is not the complexity of the

technology, but the top-down approaches being
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followed in the design of systems and the main- footing. The reforms have been necessary re-
tenance of facilities. Where people regard a water sponses to changing economic conditions and will
supply scheme not as their own undertaking but have important long-term benefits. Yet in the
as something done for them by the government, near term they imply added stringency, further
they do not feel as responsible for the scheme's limiting the public funds available for sectors such
maintenance. as water supply and sanitation (Box 2).

The amount of money that past approaches have Significant country-by-country differences
required of governments and donors -- and would also exist. In much of Asia, where economic
require in future if the goal of universal coverage polices have adjusted rapidly and effectively to
is to be achieved -- is yet another difficulty. As changes in the world economy, rural development
noted earlier, the sum required to reach universal has proceedect, and, in many cases, sustainable and
coverage, even assuming the minimum estimate, replicable rural water supply programs are well
far outstrips any realistic projection of what will established. In Latin America, some countries
be available from government budgets and exter- have developed sound rural water supply models,
nal funding sources. This issue has become but many others have not. In those that have not,
particularly acute recently, as more countries have progress will be slow.
adopted major macroeconomic policy reforms In Sub-Saharan Africa, where financial and
aimed at getting their economies on a sounder institutional limitations are particularly severe,

Box 2. Rural Water Supply Policies and Structural Adjustment

Most developing countries are now engaged in a process of demand in line wvith aggregate supply. Restructuring costs
structural adjustment aimed at restoring balanced, sustainable are incurred in improving the efficiency of resource use
growth to economies suffering from severe distortions. through changes in the overall incentive system and relative
Macroeconomic reform programs of the past few years reflect prices and through shifts in government expenditures and
an increasing convergence of views about the types of policies revenues. While almost everyone suffers in the short term
that should be undertaken, such as restraining demand, reduc- from stabilization,, structural reforms produce both losers and
ing the size of the public sector, reforming institutions, liber- winners in both the short and long terms.
alizing financial markets, and restructuring the trade regime. The aggregate effect of adjustment on a particular sector
In this new policy environment it is essential that poli- is difficult to predict, in part because it depends on the
cymakers in each sector both assess the consequences of the conditions in each country. Box Table 2.1 outlines the main
macroeconomic changes for the sector and ensure that sec- features of a typical adjustment package and suggests how
torat policies reflect broader development policies. each component may usually affect the rural water supply

The structural adjustment process imposes two kinds of and sanitation sector.
costs. Stabilization costs are incurred in bringing aggregate

Box Table 2.1. Typical Structural Adjustment Package

Feature of the structural adjustment process Likely effects on the rural water supply sector

Stabilization
Restrain public expenditure Reduced government investment program and recurrent budget

Adjustment
Correct bias against agriculture Increased rural incomes, therefore increased income available for

investment in improvement projects

Remove subsidies Higher levels of cost recovery

Reform exchange rates Increased costs of imported components (such as pumps, pipes,
and energy) of projects

Reduce interference in financial markets Higher interest rates, therefore increased annualized costs

Reassess the divisionof responsibilities between theprivateand Greater role for private sector.
public sectors
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and where only a few countries have developed field testing of 70 different types of handpumps
sound bases for expanding rural water supply and has rated these according to criteria such as
services, the challenges are immense. In several performance characteristics, reliability, ease of
of these countries, there have previously been manufacture and cost. The Handpumps Project
crash programs to drastically increase rural water has promoted the concept of VLOM (village level
supply coverage. This experience, almost totally operation and maintenance) as a way to overcome
unsuccessful, provides a sharp contrast with that some of the obstacles to establishing sustainable
of countries (including neighboring ones) that handpump systems. Some major advances in both
have been less ambitious, but more patient and hardware and software have been made, and other
persistent in developing models for community critical technical problems (such as developing
water supplies. VLOM handpumps for lifts over 25 meters, and

The first step must be to develop appropriate reducing the costs of well drilling) are now being
policies for rural water supply, the second to addressed.
develop locally relevant models for translating At the same time, intensive efforts have been
these policies into practice, and the third step that focused on developing low-cost sanitation tech-
must be taken is to develop mechanisms for rep- nologies. National agencies in some countries
licating successful small-scale experiences in a (including India, Viet Nam and Zimbabwe) have
national program. made major developments, with global efforts

For many this time-consuming process is hard spearheaded by a low-cost sanitation project
to accept, for there are desperate needs now. But funded by the UNDP and executed by the World
the experience of the past 20 years has shown Bank. It is now recognized that either pour-flush
clearly that rural people would have been much or ventilated improved pit latrines are appropriate
better off had governments and external agencies technical solutions for the excreta disposal prob-
pursued a patient, coherent approach and devel- lems encountered in most rural settings. The focus
oped a sound basis for meeting long-term needs. of low-cost sanitation activities is now turning to

the large-scale implementation of sanitation
Advances in Low-Cost Technologies schemes that use these technologies.

Since the mid- 1970s, significant efforts have been The Experience of the World Bank
undertaken by the United Nations' Development
Programme (UNDP), the World Bank, the United The World Bank began lending in the water sector
Nations' Children Fund (UNICEF), and numerous in 1961, but did not begin activities in rural areas
bilateral agencies and national governments to until the early 1970s, when modest rural water
develop and improve low-cost water supply and components were included in some agriculture
sanitation technologies for use in developing and rural development projects. From 1974 to
countries. 1984, rural water and sanitation components

Previously, the available handpumps had represented less than 3 percent of the total costs
mainly been designed to meet the needs of of the projects of which they were a part. Through
individual families and were unable to withstand 1984, the Bank's first ten years of rural water
the heavy use typically given a community supply and sanitation lending had amounted to a
handpump in developing countries. New efforts total of about US$500 million.
have been made to improve the engineering While past investment by the Bank in the sector
designs of handpumps by experimenting with have been relatively small, this is now changing.
different operating principles, different designs Considering all World Bank expenditures on water
of key components (such as pumprods, bearings, supply, the proportion of funds allocated to rural
rising mains, cylinders, and seals), and the use of projects almost doubled from an average of 8
modern materials (such as plastics). In the 1970s percent between 1974 and 1980 to an average of
UNICEF sponsored extensive research and devel- 14 percent from 1981 to 1985. The trend in Bank
opment work in the Indian subcontinent, and rural water lending is illustrated in Figure 1.
made important advances in designing sturdy Water supply components of overall rural devel-
deep- and shallow-well handpumps. opment projects are still important, but there is a

More recently, the Handpumps Project which is trend toward stand-alone rural water projects,
funded by the UNDP and executed by the World including a US$80 million credit to China and a
Bank, has undertaken large-scale laboratory and US$16 million loan to Brazil.
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Figure la. Rural Water Supply Projects and Components in Figure lb. Rujral Water Supply Comnponents in Agriculture
Water Supply and Sewerage Sector and Rural Development Sector
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In the past, rural water supply activities funded One positive result of Bank involvement in the
by the Bank have faced difficulties similar to those sector has been that its insistence on the impor-
faced by others working in the sector. This was tance of certain concepts (such as cost recovery)
partly because many of the rural water supply has been instrumental in persuading govern-
components were such small elements of agricul- ments and other donors to accept these principles.
tural and rural development projects that little It is also clear that, although some problems
attention was paid to their design. A 1985 Bank persist, recent rural water supply projects' de-
review of the sector concluded that overall per- signs have applied many lessons. A central
formance was disappointing, and suggested that feature of the current China rural water supply
technology did not appear to be a major problem. credit is to (levelop provincial revolving funds,
The problems were diagnosed as being that the and an objective of the current Brazil rural water
improved systems often did not meet local expec- loan is to develop sound institutional and finan-
tations, local institutional realities were not taken cial policies before large sums are invested in the
into account, and government support was erratic. sector.
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2. What Needs to Be Done

The themes introduced in Chapter I stressed the ties can construct, operate and manage im-
role that users and governments must have: proved facilities.

* Users must decide on the type of improve- As this approach is implemented more widely,
ments to be made. governments, donors, and communities will need

* Users must pay most of the costs of the chosen to introduce substantial changes in what they do
services. and how they do it. This chapter discusses in more

* Users must take responsibility for main- detail the types of changes that will be necessary
taining the facilities they have chosen and and why they are needed.
built. The main points are best introduced by ex-

* Governments and external agencies must es- amples of actual experience in the sector. The
tablish the environment in which communi- examples happen to be from East Africa and South

Box 3. The Lessons of Experience: Examples from East Africa

In more than two decades, a wide range of strategies for improv- improvements as a way to increase the general welfare of the
ing water supplies has been tried in East Africa; some have been population. The government took full responsibility for build-
successful and others have not. Important lessons that should be ing, running and financing rural water systems. In practice,
taken into account have emerged from this experience. however, it was unable, financially or institutionally, to maintain

and operate the systems, which were primarily diesel-driven
Kenya piped systems with extensive distribution networks. The legacy

today is primarily one of abandoned, nonfunctioning systems.
In one large project begun in the 1960s, a top-down strategy was Unlike in Kenya, community-based systems did not develop
followed. Teams of experts linked to central authorities were to to fill the gap. One reason for this was that Tanzania's overall
come into each village, decide what was needed, plan and con- policies toward rural development were different from Kenya's.
struct the necessary facilities, acquire and install the required In Tanzania, rural production was heavily taxed and private
equipment, and make arrangements for centrally supported, sector initiatives were discouraged.
regular maintenance. Access to the improved water supply was
to be free or almost free to everyone in the village, on the phi- Malawi
losophy that no charge should be collected for an essential, basic
need such as water. Villagers also were not expected to commit Malawi has followed an approach very different from those of
significant resources to the effort in any other way; thus virtually nearby Kenya and Tanzania, and, on the whole, the differences
all of the costs were to be covered by funds from outside the have led to more successful outcomes. Since independence, the
village. Practically the only role for the community was to government has strongly opposed the proposition that it should
receive and use the finished product. The project's outcome fell provide heavily subsidized services to rural people. Over time
far short of expectations. In the end, most of the improvements this position was reinforced because Malawi attracted relatively
were no longer operational. Large investments had brought little aid from countries with a strong tradition of state subsidi-
little lasting result. zation of services. Instead, the government policy was that rural

In other efforts in Kenya during the same period, a different communities would develop primarily through self-help activi-
strategy evolved, which proved to be more successful. Ironically, ties, supplemented where necessary, by technical and training
these efforts originated not from a water supply program itself, support from government, and by materials from donors.
but from a combination of broader policies that helped to pro- Starting in just one community of 2000 people in 1968, the
mote rural development overall. Government policies - making Department of Community Development gradually developed a
good land available to small farmers and maintaining high highly successful procedure for involving the community in the
prices for cash crops - produced substantial gains in real rural planning, construction, and operation and maintenance of these
incomes. In addition, the government encouraged the activities systems. As experience was acquired, the scope of the program
of private groups. One popular type of communal development was gradually expanded, to a point where currently nearly 1
activity was improving water supplies. Undertaken with virtually million people have high-quality, reliable, and convenient water
no technical assistance, these schemes cost much less than the through schemes that are owned, built, and maintained (with
government schemes, have been improved gradually over time critical but limited government support) by the communities
by the communities, and are among the more reliable rural they serve.
water systems in Kenya. Initially the program was concentrated in areas appropriate

for gravity-fed piped system, which are labor-intensive and thus
Tanzania ideally suited to self-help. The lessons of this experience are

now being adapted to the different circumstances faced by those
After independence, the central government adopted objectives rural people who must be served through groundwater supplies
that called for using government-provided rural water supply and for groups of users in the fringes of small urban centers.
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Box 4. The Lessons of Experience: An Example from Southeast Asia

The Northeast Thailand project, funded by the U.S. and bucket. Standpipes were no closer than their traditional
Agency for International Development, was initiated to im- sources and so offered no obvious benefits. Only water piped
prove the health of rural people by providing safe alternatives to yardtaps could meet the people's aspirations, as the time
to contaminated water obtained from unprotected traditional saved collecting water and the apparent high quality of the
sources. The northeast was a priority for government invest- service were thouight to be worth paying for.
ment because it is one of the poorest areas in the country. Potential problems in providing this higher level of service
So, when the first project was designed in the early 1960s, it were clear. the systems would be more complex and more
was assumed that villagers could and would pay little for an difficult to manage and maintain, and the price to be paid for
improved supply. Accordingly, the target was to provide the water would be high - even more per liter than people
protected water at minimal cost. Since groundwater is abun- paid in Bangkok. Project staff were surprised when villagers
dant in the region, the technology chosen was handpumps. responded that they could and would pay the amounts re-

Five years later the project was evaluated. Most of the quired, that diesel fuel could be purchased and pumps main-
handpumps were not working, and the people's water use tained, and that trained people would run the systems if they
habits were largely unchanged. Consistent with conventional were adequately paid and were supported by local govem-
assumptions, the failure was attributed to a technology that ment water officials.
was too difficult for the villagers to maintain and the inability The level of service was changed. Yardtaps were allowed,
of poor villagers to pay for improved water supplies. with the users paying the full costs of connection. Five years

In a follow-up phase, motor pumps provided piped water later, the verdict was in: 90 percent of the systems were
at community standpipes. Again, the project failed. Five functioning reliably; 80 percent of the people were served by
years after implementation, 50 percent of the systems were yardtaps; large economic benefits were perceived, such as
not working at all, and another 25 percent operated only timesavings, gardening, and livestock raising, pumps, treat-
internittently. The problem was again initially put down to ment works, and distribution systems were maintained; and
complex technology, weak institutions, and an inability to pay. locally adapted financing systems had been developed with

Gradually, however, it became apparent that the main meters installed and regular payments sufficient to cover op-
problem was not the capabilities of the villagers, but the fact eration and maintenance costs, major repairs and some depre-
that the service being offered was not what they wanted. ciation. Not only had the systems been maintained, but
They did not want handpumps, which were not considered because the service was so popular, many systems had ex-
any significant improvement over the commonly used rope tended distribution lines to previously unserved areas.

and East Asia, but their lessons reflect the 2,000 people in 1968 to many villages covering
experiences of many improvement projects nearly I million people in less than 20 years.
throughout the developing world. Some observers have concluded from such

The first three examples are from Kenya, instances thal simple, low-cost systems -- for ex-
Tanzania, and Malawi (Box 3). In Kenya, one ample, a central handpump well with no piped
project tried a government-centered approach, distribution -- are always the best choice. In fact,
while another, independent, initiative resulted in although that may frequently be the case, it is not
a community-centered approach. The govern- always so. Thie correct inference to draw from the
ment-centered strategy was unsuccessful. The evidence is slightly different -- as demonstrated
new facilities, which had been designed by the by the fourth example, taken from Thailand
government and constructed with little or no (Box 4).
community involvement, were not adequately During a 20-year period, several different
maintained, and most soon stopped operating. strategies were tried in a poor rural region of
The project had sought to make safe water free northeast Thailand. Systems delivering a low level
to all, but the large subsidies were neither of service (through handpumps or communal
sustainable nor replicable. By contrast, the standpipes) did not succeed. Initially, it was
community-based strategy, which emerged more thought that ithis was due to complex technology,
by chance than by design, has been effective and weak institutions, and an inability to pay. But
highly beneficial. In Tanzania, a government- when villagers were offered the option of yard-
centered approach failed when the government taps, a level of service they perceived as being a
agencies responsible did not deliver the financial real improvement over traditional sources, users
and technical support they were supposed to paid large aimounts, systems were maintained,
provide for maintenance and operations. In financing systems were developed, and services
Malawi, a community-centered approach was were extended to previously unserved areas.
highly successful and spread from one village of The final example is the national program in
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Box 5. The Lessons of Experience: The Example of India

India has made remarkable progress during the Water Dec- these out of order for more than three months. The govern-
ade. Between 1980 and 1983, the percentage of the rural ment estimates that inattention to maintenance is cutting the
population reported to have access to a protected water useful life of water supply systems in rural areas by 50 to 75
supply increased from 31 to 47 percent. Impressive as this is, percent.
recent analyses have identified areas that need attention if A major cause of the maintenance problem is the policies
what has been built is to be fully used and sustained, and if that have been pursued for financing rural water supplies. In
further gains are to be made. rural areas, there are no charges for water, nor are any funds

The first problem is that, as in other countries, official fig- for water service recovered from the population. The Gov-
ures of access probably give an overoptimistic picture of the ernment Working Group on Operations and Maintenance has
actual situation. A survey by the government and UNICEF stressed the need for the beneficiaries to cover at least
of handpumps in Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and operations and maintenance costs; a point strongly endorsed
Rajasthan showed that only about one-half of the villagers os- by high-level central and state government policy makers.
tensibly served by handpumps were actually using them. It is now clearly understood by the government and donors

The second problem is the familiar one of operation and alike that certain policies have to change. The government
maintenance. In most of India, the water supply in rural National Water Master Plan stresses that the local community
areas is maintained by either state public health engineering has an important role to play - including the contribution of
departments or village councils (panchayats). The panchayats money, land material, services, and labor. UNICEF has pro-
are unable, technically or financially, to maintain piped water posed that village water committees be established and that
systems, which thus function only where state governments their functions include raising funds for preventive mainte-
take care of the maintenance. No institution is responsible nance. The government Planning Commission has summed
for maintaining nonpiped supplies, although state govern- up the situation well:
ments do try to help. Only in rare cases do local bodies have
a defined role. In such maintenance systems, the community Lack of involvement of the local communities in the
does have one vital role - to inform the authorities when maintenance arrangements, shortage of staff and inade-
systems are not functioning. However, the survey described quate funds are the main reasons why existing water
above found that fully 50 percent of pump failures had not supply schemes have failed to yield the expected
even been reported. results. It is clear that the operation of the small rural

Although great strides have been made since the 1970s, water supply system can only be ensured with the
when as many as 75 percent of handpumps installed in India participation of the village community. It has been
were out of action at any given time, maintenance of rural noticed that wherever maintenance arrangements have
water systems is still far from satisfactory. The recent survey been adequate the beneficiaries are not unwilling to
found that, while new handpumps were usually functioning pay nominal charge for the water supplied to them.
well, about 25 percent of the handpumps over five years old The effort should be in all cases to recover at least the
were not in working order, with more than 30 percent of operating costs.

India. India has made major gains in meeting the institutional problems can be resolved if a desired
rural water supply needs of its people, yet service is offered; central governments should
difficulties are being encountered. Box 5 de- generally not try to operate and maintain rural
scribes steps being initiated by the central and water supply systems directly, but do have essen-
state governments to strengthen the national tial other roles to play; service can be extended
program by redefining the roles and responsibili- to people who had been unserved, if the services
ties of the government, the community, and the can be sustained and are considered as valuable.
private sector and by increasing community How then should governments, donors, and
involvement in financing and maintaining the communities proceed in making the transition to
improved water supply systems. policies and programs that are more in accord with

The lessons from these examples are important: these lessons? The most important steps involve
people do want improved services, but only if answering a number of basic questions:
these meet their perceived needs; the appropriate
technology is not always the simplest and cheapest; What is it that the community really wants and
users are able and willing to pay for services that is able and willing to pay for?
they perceive to be valuable; consultation with the * What should the community take charge of?
communities is essential in choosing technical and * How much can it do? What support does it
financial solutions; careful attention needs to be need?
paid to the capacity of local and national institu- How much of the costs can be covered from
tions to operate and maintain the system; local within the community itself? By what
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mechanisms (fees? a tax?) should it mobilize attraction of "modern" service, similar to those
its financial and nonfinancial resources? available in towns and cities. Having direct piped
As higher-level authorities reexamine their service to the yard or even house is often a strong
own role, what should be their stance toward preference. In Malawi villagers are prepared to
the role of private sector suppliers of, for make significant payments in cash and kind for
example, drilling equipment, and con- piped water, even where travel time to the water
struction and maintenance services? In short, point is not reduced. In Zimbabwe willingness to
what should be the distribution of responsi- pay for standpipe supplies is greater than for water
bilities between the public and the private from a handpump. Improved water supplies may
sectors? also be valued because they reduce conflict at
What should higher-level authorities do to overcrowded sources, as studies in Guatemala, El
strengthen their own institutional capabilities Salvador, and Bangladesh have shown.
to carry out their appropriate role effectively? What people want in water supply cannot be
Given that the role of women in community understood without also considering what they
water supply is crucial and frequently misun- want in sanitation services. Although this report
derstood how should improvements take it is not about sanitation services, several points
into account? about sanitation are important in water sector

planning. People throughout the world have an
Providing Services That People Want and Are array of strongly held beliefs about defecation,
Willing to Pay for but where improved facilities are wanted, surveys

in India, Malaysia Mexico, Zimbabwe, and other
Experience has shown that when efforts to im- parts of the cleveloping world show the principal
prove community water supply go awry, it is often perceived benefits to be privacy, convenience,
because first things have not been put first. The and status - - but not health. It follows that where
first thing every new initiative must do - - the only population densities are relatively low, demand
good starting place -- is to determine what im- for improved facilities for excreta disposal is
provements in water supply the villagers want and rarely a high priority.
are able and willing to pay for. Rural people almost always want improved

water supplies, but seldom want to invest in
What Do Villagers Want? sanitation improvements. A recent survey in

Zimbabwe, for instance, showed that 26 percent
The potential benefits of improved water sup- of the women and 20 percent of the men saw

plies have already been stated. But what the improved water supply as their most important
residents of communities perceive the benefits to dev-elopment need. Although there has been a
be is often a different issue. Promoters and users relatively successful effort to improve excreta
of improvement projects typically have different disposal facilities in rural areas of the country, less
perceptions of the benefits of improvement. For than 1 percent of the women and no men put
governments and donors, the health issue is improved excreta disposal at the top of the list.
usually paramount. For the villagers themselves, There is, however, consistent evidence from Asia,
other factors are often seen as more important, and Africa, and Latin America that if improved
the prospect of improved health is frequently excreta disposal facilities are promoted in con-
viewed with scepticism. This is hardly surprising; junction with a water supply program that meets
as was mentioned earlier, such improvements are the felt needs of the people, improved latrines will
a necessary, but not usually sufficient, condition often be built and used.
for health gains. Even well-designed scientific It may seeim self-evident that village water
studies have found it difficult to isolate the direct supply and sanitation schemes should meet users'
effects of water and sanitation improvements on perceived needs. In many instances, however, the
community health. level of service and even restrictions on how the

In most rural areas, the most important benefits water is used are imposed by a central agency
perceived by users are convenience, resulting without considering the community's wishes. On
from the reduced time spent fetching water, and two recent schemes in Kenya, for example, in part
esthetic and economic benefits resulting from the because of prohibitions on the use of water for
availability of larger quantities of water in home. nondomestic purposes, water payments were not
In many settings there is also the inherent made and the schemes were poorly maintained.
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How Much Are Villagers Able to Pay? people are willing to pay more than 5 percent; in
others they will not pay even 3 percent. A

Funding agencies have generally assumed that Bangladeshi villager with a river at his door is
rural people are able to pay only very little for an prepared to pay much less for a handpump than
improved water supply. The Northeast Thailand a Malian with a similar income who has to walk
demonstrated the fallacy of this assumption, for several kilometers to get water. Egyptian villagers
villagers showed a considerable ability to pay in who would not pay 1 percent of their income for
cash for the services they wanted. The same is true a public standpipe supply are nevertheless willing
in even poorer parts of the developing world. to pay more than 3 percent for yardtaps. Studies

Mali is officially the fifth poorest country in the on water demand have generally found that poor
world, yet a survey in one of the country's least people are willing to pay a higher proportion of
developed and most remote areas showed that their incomes for improved supplies than are their
rural dwellers have considerable cash income from richer neighbors.
nonagricultural activities. Between 40 percent Willingness to pay depends on many other
and 50 percent of total income came from cash- factors besides income (Box 6). Family character-
earning activities, while high expenditures on istics and the convenience, reliability and per-
durable goods and social activities (such as com- ceived quality of existing and proposed water
munity projects, celebrations, and gifts) and loans supplies are dominant factors. Indeed, it must be
to others was evidence of ability to pay cash for concluded that the 3 percent assumption, like the
valued services. Similar surveys in other countries "can't pay" assumption, has been based more on
confirm that cash or barter equivalent is fre- administrative expediency than fact.
quently available. There is visual evidence too: Because willingness to pay varies by area, there
there are few villages in which consumer items is a need for rapid, inexpensive, yet valid methods
such as radios and bicycles are not common. Links for assessing willingness to pay. Work aimed at
with urban economies are strong. developing such methods is described later in this

There are undoubtedly some rural areas where report.
cash is simply not available, but even in these areas
very poor households usually have some resources Putting the Community in Charge
-- in particular their own time -- to contribute to
constructing and maintaining service improve- How realistic is the concept, basic to the proposed
ments. This contribution can often be important; new approach, that local people should have a
water supply construction costs were reduced leading role in planning, constructing, financing,
between 15 and 45 percent in Latin America and and managing rural water supply and sanitation
Africa when well-organized self-help labor was projects? Again there are good and bad experi-
used. These contributions naturally have most ences to draw on for an answer.
effect when labor-intensive technologies, such as There are two important dangers. First, it is
gravity-fed piped systems, can be used. easy to romanticize "the community," expecting

villagers in developing countries to demonstrate a
How Much Are Villagers Willing to Pay? cohesion, capacity, and will that do not exist else-

where in either developing or developed coun-
Experiences from many poor countries demon- tries. Second, it is wrong to trivialize the notion
strate that rural people are willing to make of community participation using this as a euphe-
contributions in labor and cash to the construction mism for low-cost labor. Proper community
and maintenance of water supplies where there is participation, however, has enormous potential,
a clearly felt need and where the new service is and there is enough experience to define condi-
perceived to be a marked improvement over tions under which local people can indeed be in
existing sources. charge of successful rural water supply projects.

Development banks endeavoring to incorporate The first requirement is the capacity and will of
willingness to pay considerations into the design the government -- ideally at the local level -- to
of rural water projects frequently assume that support the endeavors of local people. Boxes 7 and
rural people are willing to pay a fixed proportion 8 give contrasting examples of government sup-
(usually 3 to 5 percent) of their income for an port. Box 7 tells what happens when projects are
improved water supply. This assumption has simply handed over to the community without
proved to be too simplistic. In some settings appropriate preparation or support. The Malawi
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Box 6. What Determines Willingness to Pay for Improved Waiter Services?

Consumers' willingness to pay for improved water supplies a significant role in agricultural production, so people are
can be influenced by perceived benefits, income, characteris- much more willinig to put money and effort into improved
tics of the existing source, and many other factors. Recent water schemes. The Zimbabwe survey showed that women
surveys on willingness to pay have added to data available were 40 percent more willing than men to pay for standpipe
from evaluations of some rural water supply projects and supplies.
several general conclusions can now be drawn.

Level of Service
Perceived Benefits

In Thailand and Tunisia, users were not prepared to make
Convenience, amenity, and economic benefits are important relatively low payments for standpipes, but they did pay sub-
for users in surveys throughout the developing world, includ- stantially more for house connections. In Egypt, vilagers
ing Indonesia, Kenya, Lesotho, Peru, and Thailand. Water were prepared to pay only 1 percent of income for standpipes
quality is important, too, but it is judged by taste, odor, color, but 3 percent for house connections. In Indonesia, where
and tradition - not by bacteriological quality. In the Repub- flow restrictors are used, willingness to pay for house connec-
lic of Korea, for example, shallow well water was preferred to tions is greater when flow rates are greater. The recent
chlorinated piped water, and in Thailand many people, even surveys in Haiti and Zimbabwe revealed that willingness to
those with private connections, would not drink chlorinated pay for yardtaps was 1.3 times and 2.3 times higher, respec-
water. In Malawi and Brazil some households prefer water tively, than willingness to pay for standpipes. In Zimbabwe,
from traditional (contaminated) sources, because the tap willingness to pay for standpipe supplies was, in turn, two to
water "smells of drugs." four times higher than wiOlingness to pay for water from a

handpump.
Income

Characteristics of the Existing Source
In Colombia, Kenya, Korea, and Thailand, surveys confirmed
that families with higher incomes were more willing than Where traditional supplies are deemed acceptable (such as
poorer families to pay for connection to an improved water private wells in Korea and Mali, reliable springs in Peru,
supply. In Chile, for every 10 percent increase in income, wells and springs in Indonesia, and surface water supplies in
families consume 4 percent more water per capita. In areas of Tunisia), willingness to pay for improved services is
Malawi, in areas where users have to pay for water from relatively low. In areas of Kenya where water is scarce,
standpipes, the use of the standpipes increases following the villagers organize and pay for operation and maintenance of
sale of cash crops. Surveys in Zimbabwe and Haiti showed boreholes, but in areas with surface water, people are reluc-
better-off families to be willing to pay 80 percent more for tant to pay for water. In Ghana and Kenya, the number of
improvements than their poorer counterparts. people using han,dpumps drops by 50 percent or more during

the wet season, when surface water is available. In the Haiti
Water Charges and Zimbabwe surveys, willingness to pay rose substantially as

the distance to existing sources increased.
In Colombia, Indonesia and Panama, use of the improved
service was higher when the price charged was lower. In Other Productive Activities
rural Chile, a 10 percent increase in price was associated with
a 3 percent drop in consumption. Where water can be used to increase the home production of

crops and small animals, willingness to pay is likely to be
Other Prices higher. In Kenya, for instance, those with home gardens are

willing to pay for improved domestic water supplies, while
In rural Indonesia, electricity is considered a higher priority those who raise cattle are not.
than water connection and users are unwilling to pay more
per month for water than they pay for electricity. Credibility of External Agency

Value of Women's Time Experience in CAlombia, Malawi, and elsewhere shows that
willingness to pay is relatively high when agencies have

In Korea, connection rates are higher for families where proved that they can deliver what people want. In El Salva-
women are educated and employed because the value of their dor, Guatemala, Haiti, and Lesotho, however, people were
time is higher. In Kenya, pastoralists were not prepared to less willing to collaborate and to pay because of bad past
pay for improved domestic water supply schemes, in part experiences nvolving abortive attempts to introduce innova-
because the male decisionmakers believed that there was no tions, compulsory programs or activities by a politicized
value to freeing time for women, because they did not help agency.
to care for cattle. For agro-pastoralists, however, women play
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Box 7. Community Management with Inadequate Government Support

About 20 years ago, Peru's Ministry of Health began to technical malfunctions. As a result, the Water Board and
install potable water supply facilities in coastal and highland sections of the community become embroiled in controversy
areas. The ministry went beyond installation, however, and over water management issues.
attempted also to stimulate local community participation in Frequently either the Water Board or a faction at odds
approving, financing and managing the water systems. with the board appeals to regional water program officers for

The "promotion" or preconstruction phase is generally assistance in one or more of three kinds of problems: tech-
marked by enthusiasm (especially from women), cooperation, nical, financial, or administrative. Water program personnel
and anticipation. Enthusiasm persists into the second phase usually respond quickly and effectively with technical assis-
- construction - in which the water program personnel tance and can often either help or advise on financial prob-
concentrate on technical matters, and villagers provide labor lems. But when management difficulties arise, they are
and elect and organize a Water Board. The second phase presented with problems outside their sphere of competence.
generally culminates on a euphoric note, with the inaugura- Expertise in hardware and the technical aspects of rural water
tion of the new facility. supply does not equip the officers to deal effectively with the

Having installed the system and paid most of the costs, the many human issues involved in village water management.
Ministry of Health retains title to it, but responsibility for the A recent evaluation of Peru's rural water programs con-
operation, upkeep, and general administration is turned over cluded that, while community participation is necessary, too
to the community's Water Board. This third phase differs little attention has been paid to a corollary issue - commu-
profoundly from the previous two. Villagers find themselves nity support. There is an equally important need for water
inexperienced and untrained for their management role. program personnel trained in administration, management,
Human and material resources are inadequate to cope with and conflict resolution, to participate with, guide, and direct

and Colombia rural water programs described in While it is useful to talk about "the community",
Box 8 demonstrate how success comes when five it is important to realize that some community
critical conditions are fulfilled: members are more interested than others in

improving water supplies. In rural water supply,
* Communities are involved in all stages of their probably more than in any other sector, sustaina-

water projects. bility is dramatically enhanced when women have
* The roles and responsibilities of the commu- key responsibilities. As the community members

nity and the government are clearly defined, who literally shoulder the burden of fetching and
and obligations are fulfilled. carrying water, they have the most interest in

* The government agency acts as a supporter of seeing improvements made and sustained. That
the community, not as owner and manager of interest has translated into effective programs in
the water supply. many countries when women have taken on

* Contact between the communities and the management responsibilities. This point is dis-
government agency is through cadres whose cussed in more detail later in this chapter.
primary skills are organizing and motivating Some key services, such as drilling of wells,
communities. construction of sophisticated water-retaining

* Government agencies fulfill their limited but structures, and servicing of machinery, are best
vital tasks of motivation, training, and tech- performed neither by government nor by the
nical assistance. community, but by the private sector. This

intermediate role for the private sector can be the
A related requirement is a realistic assessment difference between success and failure. A prop-

of the capabilities of both the community and the erly equipped and suitably rewarded private
government. It is important that the community sector can be an effective bridge between the
should not take on responsibilities that it does not government's limited capability to service dis-
have the resources to execute, and equally impor- persed communities and the community's shortage
tant that government should not try to do what of skills, tools, and materials.
local people can do better. In both Colombia and Institutional arrangements for productive part-
Malawi, local people assumed primary responsi- nerships between the people and the government
bility for construction and for operation and vary widely. Even in a confined and relatively
maintenance tasks, forming local institutions homogeneous area of Mexico, for instance, great
(committees) with prescribed mandates for this variety has been found in local arrangements for
purpose. maintaining, administering, and financing water
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Box 8. Community Management with Adequate Government Support

Colombia ming, and supervising activities. Close liaison with the
communities is mnaintained through 24 decentralized sectional

Colombia has deservedly earned a reputation for having the offices.
best rural water supply program in Latin America. The pro- Promoters play a key role during all stages of construction,
gram is a model of effective cooperation between villagers operation, and maintenance. They are trained in public
and government. From sporadic efforts to construct seven relations, community development, local culture and customs,
rural water projects in 1963, the program brought access to health education, and the basics of rural water supply and
safe water to 80 percent of the country's rural population by sanitation. The promoter helps to carry out a socioeconomic
1980. study before any promotion begins at the village level. He

Over the years, the National Institute of Public Health then helps to organize the community to set up the Admin-
(INS) developed a standard and detailed methodology for istrative Committee, which includes members of local authori-
working with villagers to improve their water supplies. In ties and village development committees as well as locally
each phase - community study, project preparation, commu- elected leaders. As secretary of the Administrative Commit-
nity organization, and motivation, construction, and admini- tee, which meets at least once a month, the promoter partici-
stration and supervision - the responsibilities of the INS and pates by auditing the books, helping to prepare monthly
the community are clearly spelled out. reports, helping householders who are in arrears with their

water bills, and maintaining continuous contact with the as-
Community Responsibilities signed water supply projects. If operation and maintenance

problems are beyond the capability of the local operator, the
The local beneficiaries play a major role in all stages, from promoter obtains assistance from the sectional office, and
initiation to operation and maintenance. Such tasks include: when necessary pumps and motors are sent to commercial

firms for repair.
Study: make suggestions on the basis of community expe- The major shortcoming of the present structure in Colom-

rience; collect the required socio-economic and environ- bia is the area of financing, a role for which a technical
mental information. agency such as the INS is not well suited. In the future, it

Project preparation: participate in the topographic survey; is likely that the INS will retain its technical role, but that the
provide the necessary local data; elect the Administra- role of financial intermediary will be assumed by the National
tive Committee. Housing Bank.

Promotion: contribute expertise on community organiza-
tion; participate in project meetings. Malawi

Construction: provide materials, labor, cash and transport;
carry out social functions to raise money. Despite the quite different levels of development in the two

Administration and supevision: contribute financially and countries, Malawvi's rural water strategy bears a striking re-
organizationally to the Administrative Committee, which semblance to that of Colombia. This suggests that general
is responsible for operation, maintenance and admini- conclusions on the nature of effective community-government
stration; ensure that system regulations are obeyed; collaboration can be drawn from these two examples.
suggest what extensions should be made to the system. The Malawi Rural Piped Water Project is rightly regarded

as the outstanding rural water project in Africa. Starting in
Government Responsibilities 196l from a modest cooperation between a single village of

2,000 people and the country's Department of Community
The central office of the INS is responsible for developing Development, the project has since brought piped water
design standards and instruction materials, planning, program- services to nearly a million people. As in Colombia, the roles

schemes. The spirit generated by successful sustainable and replicable investments, but the
community-government partnership is illustrated support role of government is also important.
by a remark by a government employee on the Where that support is inadequate, progress is
Malawi rural piped water project. Asked how he impeded and problems occur.
could possibly check on the activities of the widely
scattered monitoring assistants under his com- Covering the Costs from within the Community
mand, he replied: "You do not understand. This
is not the government's project but the people's Earlier it was said that users should cover as much
project. The people know what the monitoring as possible of the cost of water supply improve-
assistant is to do, and if he does not do it they ments, since the alternative of relying mainly on
report immediately to me. But this is not a funds from outside the community is often
problem we face very often." unsustainable and can lead to projects inconsistent

People's commitments to manage and pay for with choices the users themselves would make. So
water supply improvements are essential for communities need to think about cost recovery,
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Table 3. Cost Recovery Policies in the Rural
Water Supply Sector of 122 Developing Countries

of community and government are well defined: Percentage

Community Responsibilities Cost covered of countries
by user contribution surveyed

Project initiation: petition the government for a rural
piped water project.

Sa4y: assist in identifying water sources and conducting All costs (O & M plus capital) 6
hydrological and topographic surveys; conduct meetings 0 & M costs plus part of capital costs 16
with Water Department staff to discuss community and 0 & M costs only 20
government inputs and responsibilities. Part of 0 & M costs 30

Design: participate in decisions on the location of taps.
Construction: elect a main committee; provide housing for No cost recovery 28

Water Department workers; organize digging.
Operation and maintenance: Elect repair and tap team Note: 0 & M refers to operation and maintenance costs.

members; raise funds for replacement parts; support Source: Saunders and Warford (1976).
government monitoring assistants; enforce community
rules on water use.

Government Responsibilities revenue collection is known to be weak in rural

The Malawi project has always regarded the central skills areas, actual levels of cost recovery were undoubt-
of core government staff (engineers, field supervisors, and edly even worse than this survey revealed.
monitors) to be community organization and motivation, sup- These figures are 17 years old. Since then,
plemented by the necessary technical skills. Responsibilities although some governments and funding agencies
of government include: have revised their policies to achieve greater cost

Sector: raise necessary external funds; give training; set recovery, the overall picture has probably not
standards, changed significantly.

Stwy: make hydrological and topographic surveys; assess How much of the costs should a community aim
community organizational capacity, meet with commu-
nity leaders to discuss community and government in- to recover? From what has been said earlier and
puts and commitments. in Box 9, it follows that communities should be

Design: do the engineering design of the system. moving toward an eventual goal of covering all of
Construction: provide materials and logistic support; su- the costs from their own resources. In some

pervise community digging and pipelaying activities;
supervise specialized work done by private contractorsm communities, substantially increased cost recov-

Operation and maintenance: monitor system performance; ery is currently possible and appropriate, and it
supervise village repair and tap team members; provide should be implemented without delay. In others,
technical services for tasks the villagers are not trained increases will need to be introduced more slowly,
for, such as repair of asbestos-cement pipes; train i
community teams periodically in technical and organiza- during a transition period that allows various
tional skills. political and economic constraints to be dealt with

first. In communities where resources are most
limited, a long-term view must be adopted that
allows for continued financial support for the very
poor in the near term, provided that the level of

but what precisely should their contribution be? support is low enough to be sustainable and to not
In addressing that question, it is important, first, undermine local self-help incentives. This flexi-
to be aware of the broader arguments for cost bility in the transition time must not be abused.
recovery, which are summarized briefly in Box 9. The evidence cited earlier suggests that most

Until recently, cost recovery policies in the communities can contribute more, in kind and
water supply sector have been dominated by the usually in cash, than they do today, sometimes
outdated view that rural people cannot afford to much more. The challenge is to strike a reasonable
pay for the service. A 1970 survey of cost balance between moving too slowly or too quickly
recovery policies in 122 developing countries toward higher cost recovery.
(Table 3) showed that more than a quarter charged Full recovery of operating and maintenance
nothing for rural water supplies. Well under half (O & M) has often been proposed as a practical
of the countries aimed to cover even operation and middle course, leaving capital costs to be met by
maintenance, and in only very few was it policy sources outside the community. This option has
to recover capital and recurrent costs. Since both advantages and disadvantages. Its main
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Box 9. Why Cost Recovery Is Important

The reasons why the costs of water systems should be recov- There is an equity argument, too, for cost recovery. When
ered from the users are broader and more fundamental than users contribute little or nothing, a part of the population,
opponents of this philosophy have sometimes realized. often a large part, itypically remains unserved or underserved

One reason typically advanced for cost recovery is that if because whoever is responsible for the service has insufficient
the local people themselves do not cover their system's costs, resources to extend and improve systems. Thus, a fortunate
it is unlikely that anyone else - governments or donors - will few - predominantly middle- and upper-income households -
be able to do so on an adequate, long-term basis in most - receive subsidized services, while the rest - mostly the poor
communities. This observation is certainly true and, as a -get little or no service at all. A few examples are pre-
practical consideration, is a sufficient argument by itself Yet sented in Box Table 9.1.
there are other, more far-reaching reasons as well, which have When the effects of the taxes used to finance the subsidies
to do with efficiency and equity in the utilization of resources. are taken into account, the result is that the rich gain and the

When users contribute little or nothing to covering the poor lose, with thie poor in effect subsidizing the rich.
costs of a service, experience has shown that there is substan- Frequently, this also means that urban dwellers gain and rural
tial inefficiency - waste - in how resources are allocated and residents lose.
used. The symptoms are familiar: the providers of the
service are unresponsive to users' preferences, facilities are in
frequent disrepair because maintenance is weak, capital ex- Box Table 9.1. Who Benefits from Subsidized Rural Water
penditures are not made when they should be, workers are in Services?
no hurry to get things done, the service is not reliable, and
its hours of availability are limited. Providers are continually Income Level
underfunded; not being dependent financially on user patron- County Low Medium High
age, they have little to fear from failing to make improve-
ments. The result is not just that service is of poor quality; India
it is also that the resources available to the sector are being Number of water points
poorly utilized. Investments are not yielding their potential per locality 0.8 1.9 2.5
returns. Scarce resources that could be of benefit in other Kenya
sectors are being wasted. Percentage of families

This efficiency concern also has another dimension. When with connections 34 54 66
costs are not recovered from the users, they are typically Korea, Rep. of
financed from government revenues through taxes of one kind Percentage of families with
or another, since all costs have to be shown to be met connections 53 66 77
somehow. These taxes adversely affect efficiency. They Colombia
divert resources from productive uses, distort incentives, and Percentage of families
involve higher collection costs. An opportunity is missed to with connections 16 18 24
draw on a large reservoir of potential revenue in a nondistor-
tionary way, that reservoir being the amount that users would Note: The definitions of income strata are different for each
be willing to pay if called upon to do so. of the cases cited.

advantage is that recovery of 0 & M costs greatly sible for capital costs - - in particular government
improves the prospects that the system can be kept agencies covering the costs that the communities
functioning. If the community cannot even cover do not -- will have incentives to choose invest-
its 0 & M costs, it is dependent on external funds, ments that minimize future capital costs, which
which typically have not been reliably forthcom- usually implies higher 0 & M costs. Communities
ing. Another advantage is that 0 & M costs are will have incentives to minimize 0 & M costs and
easier to recover in practice than are capital costs, shift more of the cost burden to capital invest-
considering the recovery mechanisms possible in ments. The net result is likely to be a pattern of
rural areas and acceptance by community mem- investment and resource use that would be less
bers. efficient from an overall national perspective.

The chief disadvantage is that communities may On balance, recovery of 0 & M costs only is a
tend to stop at recovering 0 & M costs, when they realistic near-term objective for communities that
should be going on, at some point, to cover capital currently recover less, but it should not be the
costs as well. Choosing 0 & M costs as a target ultimate goal. Conceptually, it is far better to use
has no basis in economic principles; it is merely total costs as the basis, and then, if it is necessary
a pragmatic, interim compromise. If the compro- for some communities to adopt interim targets that
mise becomes a permanent policy, incentives will are short of full cost recovery, to select those
be adversely affected. Funding sources respon- targets according to each community's capability.
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Box 10. Cost Recovery in China

China's policy of self-reliance has resulted in villages being companies formed in the more industrialized regions. The
largely responsible for sector development and for providing virtual absence of central government financing for rural
their own water supply. Typically, a village is expected to pay water supply distinguishes China from most other developing
90 to 100 percent of the capital cost of the system and the countries. Local governments and entities are expected to
full cost of operating it. provide finance for capital costs, and consumers almost always

The community plays the leadership role in initiating the pay the recurrent costs. In villages, householders share the
water project and in selecting the source, system technologies, costs with funds derived from communal activities. Water
and service levels. Plans for waterworks are submitted for charges normally cover the costs of operation and mainte-
approval to the county, which helps in the design and pur- nance and occasionally some depreciation.
chase of materials and decides on the need for subsidies. For village waterworks systems, the village accountant,
The provincial government in turn compiles plans submitted working part-time, keeps records of receipts, payments, and
by the counties. In the past, the provincial government has inventories for the waterworks entity. For larger systems
provided only limited financing, but recently some provinces serving several villages, accounts are kept at the waterworks
have helped to set up revolving funds for financing rural offices by full-time accountants.
water projects. The central government has only recently There is a strong sense of pride and ownership, which is
become active, offering guidance and coordination and, in demonstrated by a willingness to pay the bulk of the cost in
exceptional cases, providing financing assistance. advance, and the fact that systems are almost invariably well

Most waterworks in rural areas are owned, managed, and operated and maintained. Thus, water supply investments in
operated by the villages with some collectively owned water China are both sustainable and replicable.

Some communities are already able to recover a possibility, also implicitly a kind of tax, is to get
substantial part of their total costs (Box 10). residents to contribute labor and materials.

Cost recovery policies should also be consistent Instruments that distinguish users from nonus-
with the principle of marginal cost pricing: the ers are more difficult to implement effectively in
amounts that users pay, whether in financial or many rural situations, but experience has shown
nonfinancial contributions, should be as close as that they are often feasible. Where village insti-
possible to the marginal cost of providing the tutions are strong and there are legal sanctions
water (that is, the cost of the next unit of water against nonpayers, revenues can be collected for
produced, as distinct from the average cost for all any type of supply. For instance, in the fringe
units). Although there are economies of scale for areas of towns in the Philippines users' groups
many components of water systems, because the form standpipe committees. The standpipes are
development of new water sources usually in- metered and the users' groups collect fees from
volves increasing costs, the long-run marginal cost each participating family to pay the bill. In Cote
is usually greater than the average cost. Thus, d'Ivoire, groups of handpump users collect reve-
marginal cost pricing usually will not be in nue from users and manage the funds to maintain
conflict with assuring that costs are adequately their water supply. In Burkina Faso and Benin,
covered. In practice, first priority should go to concesionaires successfuly operate public taps.
working toward cost recovery, since that will help In the many rural areas where structures or
correct the most serious problems. Once progress institutions are weak, however, it has usually
has been made in that area, refinements can be proved difficult to collect revenues from users of
considered later. a public tap and even more difficult to get

A variety of different fiscal instruments can be handpump users to make payments. Where water
used to recover costs. One possible instrument is is piped to individual houses, revenue collection
a tax of some kind levied by the community on all is greatly facilitated since the threat of cutting off
residents. Alternatively, a tax can be collected on service can be invoked. In most developing
some other basis, for instance, from all landhold- countries, flat rate charges are levied on house
ers, all shopkeepers, or all sellers of goods in connections. In some rural areas of some coun-
village markets. Such taxes are sometimes called tries, including Brazil, Chile, China, India, Ma-
by a different name, such as "water fee," but they laysia, and Thailand, meters are installed and
are still essentially a tax in that they do not volumetric tariffs are in place.
distinguish users of water facilities from nonusers For the very poor, additional considerations
or heavy users from light users. A further must be taken into account. Ideally, if a country
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or community wants to provide some sort of services. The situation for sanitation services is
subsidy to poorer residents, it is better (for many much more problematic, because willingness to
reasons, but especially for efficiency) to do so pay for such services is generally low, except in
through a form of general support rather than high-income groups and densely populated areas.
through special provisions in a particular sector. The same arguments of equity and externalities
In cases where that approach is not adopted for have often led to rural sanitation programs being
political or other reasons and where special heavily subsidized. In most cases, however,
provisions for the poor are considered in cost coverage levels have been too low to achieve
recovery schemes, several options are possible. significant health gains, and the subsidies (as
The concept of a "lifeline" service, applied usual) have gone to the rich, not the poor. In
initially for services in urban settings, can suggest Zimbabwe, for instance, only 16 percent of
useful approaches for rural situations as well. In families with less than average income have
the urban context, water policies with a lifeline benefited from subsidized latrine programs, while
feature enable people to obtain some minimal 55 percent of the richest decile of families have
initial level of consumption (commonly about 20 taken advantage of the subsidies available. There
liters per capita per day) for a very small fee, with is some evidence from Malawi and Thailand that
consumption beyond that level charged at higher water supply improvements may be a necessary
rates. Since it is primarily the poor who consume first step in stimulating demand for better sani-
at the minimal level, the aim of providing sub- tation and that focused hygiene education pro-
sidized services to the poor but not to the better- grams in conjunction with water supply projects
off is accomplished. For rural systems, access to may reinforce this effect. It follows that modest
one basic supply point (for instance, a centrally subsidized efforts to provide hygiene education
located standpipe) can be made available at a low should be part of rural water supply programs.
rate, while access to more convenient supply
points (such as yardtaps) can be at higher rates. Remaking the Partnership between the Public
Alternatively, if the community uses some form and Private Sectors
of tax, it can be levied in such a way as to fall more
lightly on the poor than on the better-off. In the past, it was typically assumed in most

It has been argued by some that certain special developing countries that rural water supply
characteristics of water supply activities need to should be the government's responsibility. Cen-
be considered as well in cost recovery policies -- tral government agencies took on a large role for
characteristics that go beyond the points already themselves, frequently ignoring the potential of
mentioned here. For example, it has been said that private sector institutions and local initiatives.
the externalities associated with the potential International aiid agencies initially welcomed a
health effects must be considered and that other centralized approach, as this appeared to be the
market failures may also merit attention. As best way to reach the largest number of people
theoretical possibilities, these propositions are with improved services. It was argued that water
correct, but their practical significance is dubious. systems have large economies of scale that can be
The evidence on externalities and other market realized cuily by having a single large provider. It
failures is limited and not convincing. Even if was assumed too that rural communities had
they are important factors, it is questionable neither the resources nor the capacity to supply the
whether any adjustments on their account are necessary construction and maintenance services.
really necessary or feasible for cost recovery It followed that these services were usually
policies that are based on the principles recom- provided by the central government.
mended above. This is especially so when It is now evident that, in the rural sector,
provisions are made for the poorer residents in a governments usually supply the service at a high
community and for near-term constraints in the cost and are responsible for considerable dis-
ability and willingness of the community as a economies of scale in both constructing and
whole to cover their costs. Perhaps, when other maintaining water supply systems. In Kenya, for
more pressing priorities have been dealt with, such instance, salaries account for 70 percent of the cost
refinements can be made; but not now, as a first of operating government-run water supply
priority. schemes, while in Cote d'Ivoire, where a private

There are interesting contrasts between cost company operates most water systems, only 35
recovery for water and cost recovery for sanitation percent of expenditure goes to salaries. Similarly,
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Box 11. Cooperation between the Public and Private Sectors in the Cote d'Ivoire

Until 1967, the water company in CMte d'Ivoire, SODECI d'Ivoire offers one of the highest standards in West Africa.
(Societe des Eaux de Cote d'Ivoire) was a wholly owned subsidi- Systems are well designed, equipped, operated, and maintained.
ary of the French fin SAUR. Since 1967, SAUR has retained Quality and pressure are uniformly good, consumption is me-
47 percent interest, with the remaining 53 percent ownership tered, and water losses are low.
held in Cote d'lvoire (49 percent private, 4 percent govern- Several factors contzibute to the good performance.
ment).

SODECI actually began operations in 1960, under a 30-year By setting tariffs to cover costs in full, Cote d'lvoire can
concession contract, in which the concessionaire finances, con- finance its existing services. Water rates are among the
structs, and operates water supplies. The contract was con- highest in Africa, which means that consumers rather than
verted in 1973 to the affermage model, under which the public taxpayers pay for the service. Rates for small quantities
authority handles planning and construction and contracts out are low, which helps the poor to afford the water.
operation and maintenance, collection of charges, and consumer During periodic tariff reviews, the government can care-
relations to the fermkr, or private operator. The fermier is fully scrutinize SODECI's costs.
compensated only by water sales, and the contract sets the sale SODECa is free (within contracted limits) to hire, fire,
price. The price includes a surcharge collected by the fermier and compensate its staff. This freedom, plus a strong
and paid to the authority to amortize initial investments. emphasis on training (SODECI has its own training cen-
SODECI's fee is about one-third of the water tariff. ter), enables the company to attract, train, and keep

Also in 1973, SODECI's responsibility was expanded from qualified people.
Abidjan to the towns and villages throughout the country. By
1984, SODECI operated piped water supplies to 132 towns and Performance has been less satisfactory in the maintenance of
95 villages, and wells for a further 7,900 villages. In the past ten the widely scattered boreholes. As part of an overall sector re-
years, the proportion of rural people reported to have access to organization, SODECI will assume full responsibility for areas
safe potable water has increased from about 20 to more than 80 with piped water systems, while operation and maintenance of
percent. handpumps will be progressively transferred to the villagers

The affermage system has served communities with piped themselves.
supplies well. Despite rapid expansion, water supply in CMte

in Pakistan, private contractors drill wells at rates Successful projects clearly demonstrate that the
considerably lower than those of the government. private sector performs better than government in

Innovative national programs increasingly seek a number of important roles:
ways to use the capacities of the private sector to
reduce construction costs and to improve the Providing technical support in design and
standard of maintenance. In Bangladesh and construction
India, building contactors are now widely used to Supplying specific technical services (such as
construct government-funded water supply sys- well drilling)
tems; in the Dominican Republic, a combination Supplying materials such as pipes and pumps
of self-help labor and private contractors is used. Contracting for specialized construction tasks

The private sector (including community or- Fulfilling specialized maintenance tasks.
ganizations) is also used successfully in operation
and maintenance. A private company in the Cote During the past few years, rural water projects in
d'Ivoire, SODECI (Box 11), has earned praise for Bangladesh, Belize, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Egypt,
its upkeep of rapidly expanding piped water Honduras, Lesotho, Mali, and the Philippines
systems. Kenyan water systems built and run by have been designed so that maintenance is pro-
private associations completely independent of vided by local private sector mechanics. Even the
the national water ministry are among the best known government maintenance system --
country's most reliable systems. In China, the the three-tier system in India -- has run into such
community has the lead role in initiating projects; logistic problems that Maharashtra, Rajasthan,
in selecting water sources, system technologies, and several other states have decided to abandon
and service levels; and in operating and maintain- the system and to promote the development of
ing rural water systems. And cooperatives are private maintenance capabilities.
providing effective management services in Another potentially important role for the
Argentina, Chile, the Philippines, and parts of the private sector in several countries is that of
Middle East. financial intermediary. Agricultural credit banks,
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and the other finance institutions with offices in Community: owner, builder, manager and
rural centers can readily help communities to operator.
organize charging systems and to operate revolv- Private sector: provider of special skills, ma-
ing funds. terials, and services to the community.

In many countries, particularly in Sub-Saharan
Africa, private sector firms that might provide As "promoter and educator," the government has
technical and financial services are weak or several important responsibilities. The selection
nonexistent. In part this is because government of an appropriate source for a community water
involvement has discouraged the entry of private supply and the management of conflicts (between,
firms into these markets. Accordingly, an impor- for instance, agricultural and domestic uses of
tant role for government and external support water) require adequate hydrological and hydro-
agencies is to foster the development of private geological information. In Mozambique, as an
sector capabilities in these countries. India example, after independence in 1975, rational
provides a good example of what can be done: the planning of water supplies could not proceed
India Mark II handpump, which was developed by because of the paucity of hydrogeological infor-
UNICEF, has been manufactured widely by the mation in many areas of the country. Accord-
private sector. ingly, the government gave high priority to

In many developing countries, community- developing an adequate data base. In this, and
based nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) indeed all countries, the government has the major
constitute an important resource for developing role to play in collecting such information and in
water supplies that respond to local needs and making it available in a form that is readily
capacities. Because of their familiarity with the interpretable by community members and techni-
local residents and their knowledge of the com- cians.
munity, NGOs can often play a valuable role. This The government also has a responsibility to
includes identifying improvements that commu- spread information (through schools, health fa-
nity members want and have the capacity to build cilities, training and visiting programs, and radio
and maintain and working with communities to and television) on the importance for health of
construct, operate, and maintain the facilities. safe water and improved hygiene practices. It has

to help communities to identify and overcome the
Redirecting the Role of Government informational, technical, and managerial con-

straints that limit the capacity of the community
Just as the role of the private sector and the to improve iits water supply conditions. In
community must be redefined, so too, careful addition, the government has a vital role in
consideration needs to be given to redirecting the training professionals, technicians, and commu-
government's role in this sector. It is evident that nity members in the technical, managerial, and
in most countries governments have done both too financial skills needed to construct, operate, and
much and too little: too much in that the manage improved water supply facilities.
government's responsibility has included many As "regulator," too, the government has a major
tasks that should be carried out by communities role to play in the sector. First, in many settings,
themselves or the private sector; too little in that the use of water by one group affects the quantity
the government has not performed adequately and quality of the water resources available to
those tasks that governments alone can and should other groups. In Bangladesh, for example, un-
execute. What then are the things government can regulated motorized pumping for irrigation is
and should do in this sector? thought to be a major factor in lowering the

The first requirement is a clear delineation of groundwater table, thereby rendering many shal-
the responsibilities of the government, the com- low wells fitted with suction pumps inoperable.
munity and private sector. The detailed configu- Similarly, in Tunisia and other water-scarce
ration of responsibilities must be individually countries, there are increasing conflicts over
defined in each particular country, but the roles riparian rights and allocation of water to compet-
may be generally described as follows: ing agricultural, industrial, and domestic uses.

The government has the responsibility of identi-
Public sector: promoter, educator, regulator fying potential conflicts and adjudicating such
and, in some cases, financier or financial disputes. In particular, it is the government that
intermediary. needs to ensure that the relatively small quantities
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of water needed for domestic purposes are taken some of the services necessary for sector develop-
into account in overall allocation processes. ment (such as drilling, purchasing, and procure-

Second, the government has a major role to play ment services), the government may provide such
in protecting water resources from contamination. services temporarily. The philosophy behind the
This will frequently involve the proclamation and assumption of this responsibility by government,
enforcement of land use ordinances designed to however, should be that such services would
protect watersheds. Third, the government has a ultimately be provided by the private sector, for
responsibility to develop realistic standards for the reasons already outlined. Every effort should
water supply equipment and for water quality and still be made to encourage the private sector to
to ensure that these standards are followed when provide such services and to reduce the
approving funding for community improvement government's role in this area as rapidly as
efforts and when approving equipment and serv- possible.
ices provided by the private sector. For the government rural water supply author-

It is important to emphasize that, in the past, ity, the role of "partner" introduces new and
water quality and other service standards have different challenges. Managerial, organizational,
been adopted unchanged from industrialized and motivational capacities become more impor-
countries and have either been essentially ignored tant, while engineering skills are less crucial.
(especially in rural areas) or have actually been a Purely technical organizations (such as public
brake on sector development. The recent World works authorities in many countries) are not well
Health Organization Guidelines for Drinking suited for this role. Most success has been
Water Quality represent a significant and appro- achieved through agencies specifically created
priate change in the concept of water quality with organizational and motivational skills in
standards. As pointed out by the WHO, "standards mind. Examples include: the Department of
and regulations achieve nothing unless they can be Community Development, which sponsored the
implemented and enforced... and adoption of too- successful Malawi rural water program; the Popu-
stringent drinking water standards could limit the lation and Community Development Association,
availability of water supplies that meet those which has developed a successful rainwater roof
standards." Appropriate adaptation of the WHO catchment program in Thailand; and the special
guidelines will mean that, as regulator, the promotion services within Colombia's Ministry of
government's role will no longer be to erect Health.
obstacles to all less-than-perfect improvements, Modest reforms will seldom be enough to
but to encourage the improvements that can be accomplish the necessary changes, and change
made. will rarely be easy in the face of the endemic

A critical constraint facing communities in problems: inadequate financial and human re-
improving rural water supply conditions is the sources, poor management, overcentralization and
difficulty of obtaining loans to finance such inadequate incentive structures. Given an im-
works. In some cases, commercial banks, savings proved policy framework, however, it should be
associations, or development banks will be appro- possible to identify the public sector authority
priate institutions to act as financial intermediar- with the appropriate orientation, and to help this
ies; in others it will be necessary for the govern- authority evolve a workable structure for rural
ment itself to act as the financial intermediary. witer supply activities.
For example, in China, a World Bank loan has been
used to set up provincial revolving funds, which Reorienting Perceptions about the Role of Women
are used to provide loans to villages for water
supply improvements. It should be stressed, It is little wonder that when women are asked
however, that the skills required for this task are about their development needs, improved water
usually not found in the agency with primary supply frequently tops the list. Rural women, who
responsibility for rural water supplies. In Colom- are often simultaneously farmers, food processors,
bia, for example, the Ministry of Health has been cooks, and mothers, work extraordinarily long and
unable to manage the role of financial intermedi- hard days. In many settings, life is made even
ary, a role which will now be assumed by the more difficult because a substantial amount of
National Housing Bank. time is spent fetching water. To take but a few

Finally, in some countries where the private of many documented African examples: in the
sector is not yet sufficiently developed to provide lowlands of Lesotho, 30 percent of families spend
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more than two and a half hours a day collecting maintaining water systems requires greater inclu-
water while in East Nigeria, water collection can sion of those community members -- women --
take up to five hours a day. Such findings are not who have a primary interest in sustaining the
confined to Africa. Similar situations can be community's investment.
found in Asia and Latin America. In all of these First, opportunities have to be provided for
situations, reduction in distance to the water women to improve their technical skills to per-
source means time saved for women to spend on form these tas]ks. In most countries, only recently
income-generating tasks, domestic work, and have systematic efforts been made to include
child rearing, or, equally important, on lei- women in project development, maintenance, and
sure. upkeep. The results have generally been encour-

There are other benefits, too. More accessible aging. In Zimbabwe, women manage, use, and
water makes it possible to increase output from maintain commnunal water points; in an urban slum
home gardens and small animal farming, activities in Zambia, the women's branch of the political
that are commonly the responsibility of women. party organized women to improve drainage
And the prognosis for child health improves when around public taps; women have been trained as
the amount of water available for washing and handpump caretakers in Bangladesh, India,
bathing increases, the bacteriological quality of Kenya, Lesotho, and Sudan; in Mozambique,
drinking water improves, and excreta disposal women pump mechanics perform alongside, and
facilities are built and used (see Box 1). So women as effectively as, their male counterparts; in Sri
have a considerable vested interest in seeing water Lanka, women's cooperatives have been set up to
supply improvements successfully implemented assemble and maintain a locally manufactured
and sustained. handpump; in Paraguay, women are trained to

It is noteworthy too that, because fetching and manage water systems; women's cooperatives
carrying water is usually a woman's task (except manage communal standpipes and collect money
where money is earned), men typically do not to pay for metered supplies in Honduras, Kenya,
value improved water supplies as highly as women and the Philippines. Experience also shows that
do. In Zimbabwe, for instance, women are willing where women are trained to manage and maintain
to pay 40 percent more than men for an improved community water systems, they often perform
water supply. better than men, because they are less likely to

Even if increased participation of women in migrate, are more accustomed to voluntary work,
water supply projects were not an end in itself, and because they are more trusted to administer
therefore, it is a fruitful way of increasing the funds honestly.
likelihood of success in such projects. The fact The desire to maximize health benefits from
remains that in many societies formidable barriers improved water supplies also implies a key role for
prevent women from full participation in social, women. The effect of rural water supply projects
economic, and political life. Carrying water is is substantially greater when hygiene education
considered women's work, but when it comes to and sanitation activities are part of the water
making decisions and acquiring technical skills, it project. Because of women's central role in
is usually men who take command. household hygiene, food preparation, and child-

The Malawi rural piped water project -- overall care, such programs are of necessity for women,
a very successful project -- exemplifies how and, because woman-to-woman communication
women are often treated unless special efforts are in such matters is more effective than man-to-
made to take account of their importance in this woman communication, the programs should
sector. Women provide over half of the large usually be conducted by women.
amount of self-help construction labor and over
two-thirds of the committee members responsible Developing Better Ways of Assessing Options,
for tap maintenance. Yet they make up only 10 Benefits, and Costs
percent of the important planning committees and
repair teams. Lesotho provides a typical example Improved water supply facilities can bring rural
of the consequences of such neglect. Because people large benefits in terms of more time,
drawing water is a woman's task, men have few improved health, and better opportunities for
incentives to carry out repairs and many water production ancd leisure activities. The benefits are
systems no longer function. It is now recognized especially important for women, who work long
that strengthening the institutions responsible for hours and are often extremely poor. This is
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particularly so in female-headed households, more intuitive than calculated. The question is not
which constitute a large and growing proportion whether to compare benefits with costs, but how.
of rural households. This paper has argued that The benefit most frequently used to justify
rural people in general and rural women in rural water supply and sanitation investments is
particular perceive most of these benefits, that health. Indeed, the proclamation of the Interna-
they judge the benefits to be large, that they are tional Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation
able and willing to participate actively in improv- Decade and the formulation of current rural water
ing the quality of their water supplies, and that supply and sanitation strategies are predicated on
policies to alleviate poverty must provide support the assumption that use of improved facilities will
for people to make improvements that they can lead to substantial health improvements. In the
sustain and that can be widely replicated. light of the difficulties of identifying and meas-

If program planners are to prepare investment uring health effects (see Box 1), there are two
projects following the principles outlined here, possible ways of proceeding.
they need tools to enable them to assess alterna- The first procedure, which has been dominant
tives. For project identification, they need rough in the sector, is to conclude that benefit-cost
screening tools, which can provide insight into the analyses are impossible, to assert that projects are
level of water supply service that is likely to be justified on health grounds, and to provide a
appropriate in a particular type of community and predetermined level of service to the population.
which give a preliminary indication of benefit- The big disadvantage of this approach is that it
cost ratios. For project preparation, more precise removes a major discipline from the planning
tools are needed to determine the willingness to exercise, and leads to the uncritical acceptance of
pay for different service levels and to assess the water projects as necessarily "good" and to ad hoc
consequences of this information on technology procedures for deciding such vital issues as
choices (type and number of water points, scale appropriate levels of service.
and timing of developments) and financial deci- The second procedure acknowledges the exis-
sions (user charges, subsidies, and cost recovery tence of health benefits but uses the other benefits
targets). Some preliminary efforts have been from rural water projects to carry out a partial
made to develop such tools, and some further work benefit-cost analysis. In particular, it recognizes
is needed. that time saving is often a major benefit. Since

time saving is also readily perceived and valued by
Assessing Benefits and Costs the community, analyses bared on such savings

provide a useful insight into the likely response of
All decisions are based on some form of benefit- users to suggested alternative improvements. So,
cost assessment, even when the comparison is it is argued, partial benefit-cost analysis can pro-

Figure 2. Appropriate Levels of Service When Time Savings Are Considered As the only Benefit
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vide planners with a helpful screening tool, rural water projects (the perceived benefit of a
suggesting in any particular setting what the modern service and health benefits) will generally
appropriate level of service may be and giving a tend to be higher for standpipes than handpumps,
lower limit to the benefit-cost ratio. and still higher for yardtaps.

A method to assess some of the benefits and Realizing that there are significant differences
costs of rural water supply alternatives has been between countries in a particular region and
developed by the World Bank Handpumps Project. between villages in a particular country, it is
The method has been used to determine appropri- nevertheless informative to assess what the service
ate levels of service under conditions prevailing in improvements appropriate in some different set-
different parts of the developing world. The tings might be. Figure 2 suggests that the
findings, considered in conjunction with other following may often be appropriate:
factors common in rural areas (such as the diffi-
culty of assuring a supply of diesel fuel) suggest South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa
that the technologies of choice will often be as with water
shown in Figure 2. The results suggest that, readily available: no improvements
where existing sources are close and incomes are with electricity
low (as in much of Bangladesh, for instance), rural available: standpipes
water projects are unlikely to be justified on the without electricity
basis of time savings alone. (Coincidentally, it is witotlectricity
in precisely these settings that the direct health available: handpumps
effect of improved water supplies is likely to be Much of Latin America and Western Asia:
small.) of t aps

The results also show, however, that where the yard taps
distance to existing sources is moderate or high,
or where incomes are moderate to high, rural It is encouraging that these conclusions fit well
water projects are likely to be justified on the basis with actual situations where careful analysis of the
of time savings alone, without recourse to the available options has been carried out. In Kenya,
difficult-to-measure health benefits. The two for instance, detailed analyses have shown that
other major categories of benefits associated with individual connections are to be encouraged in

Box 12. Models for Assessing Some of the Benefits and Costs of Rural Water Projects

A procedure that allows planners of rural water supply projects health benefits. The model can also be used to assess which
to compare time saving benefits with costs is useful in two ways. level of service is likely to be appropriate in any particular set-
First, it gives a lower limit to the benefit-cost ratio; second, ting. And, finally, sensitivity analyses can be conducted by
because time savings are usually among the most important varying parameters, such as well costs, energy costs, the value
benefits perceived by users, the procedure suggests which level of time,a and the distance to existing sources. In this way,
of service villagers are likely to opt for in any particular setting. planners can identify those elements which are likely to be criti-

A model has been developed by the UNDP-funded World cal in final design -decisions and which should therefore be the
Bank Handpumps Project to perform such a comparison for focus of further data collection and research.
planners in the early stages of project preparation. The costs of Useful as the model is, it is not intended to make decisions,
water provided by different water supply systems are compared but only to provide decisionmakers with a rough estimate of the
at the point of use (the home) by adding the costs of piping (for minimum economic return from a project, a rough guide to the
yardtap supplies), the value of time spent hauling water (for most appropriate level of service, and an indication of the most
handpumps), or a combination of the two (for standpipes). important factors in project design.
Benefits computed in the model comprise reductions in the time
taken to collect water and the value of increased consumption. a. A particularly problematic element in calibrating the model
Net benefits can thus be compared for different service levels in involves an estimate of the value of the time - usually women's
any prescribed setting. time - saved when water is brought closer to the point of use.

The model serves a number of useful purposes. The Inter- Efforts to assess the value of time have been fraught with theo-
American Development Bank, which requires all borrowers to retical and empirical difficulties in both developed and develop-
use a similar procedure in preparing water projects, has found ing countries. With little justification for the differences, plan-
that the partial benefit-cost ratios emerging from such analyses ners in development banks have valued time savings at between
are often substantial and large enough in themselves to justify 33 and 100 percent of wage rates in transport projects, and from
project implementation, without the need to estimate uncertain 25 percent to 100 percent in rural water projects.
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Box 13. Assessing Willingness to Pay for Water and Sanitation Services

There are two ways of determining what water supply and sani- designs for rather than with the community.
tation services people want and are willing to pay for. In the The major, obvious, difficulty with willingness to pay ques-
first, "indirect" method, data are assembled on who has actually tions is that the answers may be misleading, either because a
chosen to install yardtaps, who has opted for standpipe supplies, hypothetical question does not elicit sufficiently serious consid-
and who continues to use traditional sources. Inferences are eration or because there are perceived advantages to giving false
then drawn about the sociological, cultural, and economic fac- answers. In 1976, the World Bank concluded that use of such
tors that may have influenced the choices made. The second, surveys in rural water supply was "virtually useless" - confirm-
"direct" approach is to ask potential consumers how much they ing a view that was widely held at the time. More recent expe-
are willing to pay for different types and levels of service and ricnces in industrialized countries, where the method has been
then to draw conclusions about how many households would widely used to assess the benefits of public goods, have led to
choose different types of services at different prices. major theoretical and methodological advances in understanding

Tlhe indirect method has one big advantage in that data are the biases in such direct surveys. It now appears that the
drawn from actual practices. It also has several disadvantages: method has substantial potential for assesing the demand for
the service to be offered (say, a yardtap) may often not exist in public services in developing countries. It is likely that an ap-
the community, there are often large discrepancies between the propriate method for assessing willingness to pay as part of
apparent value of a service and the amount that individuals are project preparation activities will include both indirect and di-
actually prepared to pay, and this is a top-down approach, which rect measures of likely responses to improved services.

"high potential areas" (where water is relatively an indication of factors (such as the income and
easily available and incomes are relatively high), drilling costs) that are important in project design.
whereas lower levels of service (standpipes or
handpumps) will be promoted in the less Assessing Willingness to Pay
densely populated and poorer "low potential
areas." Just as planners' decisions are implictly based on

Useful as the model that is illustrated in Box 12 some form of benefit-cost assessment, so too are
is, it is important to emphasize its limitations. the decisions of villagers. Thus, there is a link
Some of the information required as input (in between the benefits included in the partial
particular, the value of time) is impossible to benefit-cost model and the willingness of people
specify with precision in any particular setting. to pay for an improved water supply. In any
Furthermore, there are several important benefits specific setting, however, it will be impossible to
from rural water supply other than those evaluated calibrate the partial benefit-cost model precisely
by the model. For example, detailed evaluations (mainly because of the difficulty of assigning a
of U.S. Agency for International Development monetary value to time savings) or to include all
(USAID) rural water projects in Kenya, Panama, the benefits perceived by villagers.
Peru, Tanzania, and Thailand showed that, in There are other important limitations to any
addition to time savings, users considered other procedure that does not require direct consultation
benefits to be important, including economic with the community involved. Colombia, Malawi,
benefits (home gardens, domestic livestock, and other countries have shown that active com-
brickmaking, and beer production) and use of munity involvement in planning, design, con-
types of service (such as piped water) which are struction, and maintenance is a key element of
considered more attractive and "modern." successful rural water supply projects. It follows

The role of the model then is not to make deci- that a methodology for assessing villagers' will-
sions, but only to provide decisionmakers with a ingness to pay for different levels of service
rough lower-bound estimate of the economic should involve active consultation, not simply
return from a project, a sense of the level of ser- analytical inferences. Box 13 discusses the poten-
vice likely to be appropriate in a community, and tial of the alternative approaches in more detail.
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3. How the International Community Can Help

Until comparatively recently, the aid community Progress in any particular country will now
has been sharply divided on rural water strategy. depend on these principles being reflected in
To simplify a complex debate: some institutions national policy and on the development, field-
have argued that the financial viability of the testing, and scaling-up of methods to put the
sector must be a primary concern, while others principles into practice (with appropriate resource
have maintained that the highest priority should commitments). A vital task in each country is a
be the rapid expansion of services to meet the policy dialogue between external financing agen-
basic needs of large populations. cies and national governments. Once agreement

It is now clear to donors and developing has been reached on the broad outlines of a
countries alike that, far from conflicting, the two country strategy, governments and agencies to-
perspectives are complementary, and that sus- gether can prepare sound sector-wide and proj-
tainability and replicability are closely related ect-specific investment projects.
facets of an appropriate strategy for developing Particularly in the early stages of implementa-
the sector. The past few years in particular have tion, this will require substantial investments of
seen unparallelled collaboration among multilat- staff time by donor and borrower alike. Institu-
eral and bilateral assistance agencies active in the tional analyses will have to be performed to
water supply and sanitation sector. Many of the specify the roles of different public sector, private
policies advocated here have already been in- sector, and community institutions. Technical,
cluded in joint statements issued by major donors human resource, and financial constraints will
following consultations in Europe, Asia, Africa, have to be identified. And realistic targets will
and the Americas. have to be set.

These recent developments raise hopes that we Project preparation too will take more time than
may be able to move away from the situation in it generally has in the past. Involvement of the
which within a single country there may be as community in deciding what services will be
many rural water supply and sanitation policies as provided andi how they will be funded and
there are donors. In the past, so-called "donor maintained is a central element of the new
coordination" has often failed, but the climate has approach. TIhis process, for which validated
now improved. Widespread dissatisfaction with practical methods still need to be developed, is
early progress in the Water Decade prompted the necessarily more time consuming than the con-
donor consultations, and there is now considerable ventional top- down methods widely used at pres-
convergence of opinion on how to improve ent in the sector.
assistance in the sector (Box 14). In broad terms (for which there are both positive

Developing countries, too, are endorsing the and negative exceptions), it is likely that progress
new approaches. A recent seminar in Abidjan, will continue ito be relatively fast in much of East
Cote d'Ivoire, resulted in an agreed strategy, Asia, moderate in much of South Asia and Latin
endorsed by 30 Sub-Saharan African countries America and slow in much of Sub-Saharan Africa.
and 15 external assistance agencies, which empha- In conclusion, through a variety of efforts by
sized the need for progress based on: external agencies, developing country govern-

ments, and communities themselves, there has
Involvement of community members in the been significant experience with the key elements
planning, design, financing, and maintenance of the approach outlined in this report. While it
of improved water supplies, with women's will not be easy to make the necessary changes,
groups taking a leading role. accumulated experience with this approach sug-
Use of public and private sector resources to gests that a concerted effort along these lines
provide initial training and necessary long- would substantially improve the lives of many
term support, so as to create the environment women, children, and men in the rural areas of
in which community management can func- developing countries. The emerging consensus on
tion successfully. these issues among external funding agencies and
Technology choices based on affordability national governments suggests that such an effort
and sustainability. might indeed be possible.
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Box 14. Prospects for Donor Coordination

Examination of the systemic effects of a multiplicity of donors The recipient's budgetary process may be inadequate to
working in a particular country points consistently to a need for cope with the demands of multiple uncoordinated aid ac-
better coordination. Recent reviews of the performance of aid tivities for domestic resources to complement the external
projects deal at length with the need for, and prospects of, bet- ones supplied by donors.
ter coordination among donors. Among the issues raised are: These problems abound in countries of slender administra-

Aid can only be as effective as the policy, economic, and tive means, particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa.
administrative environment in which it operates. Aid Until recently, donors and recipients resisted coordination
therefore has to be concerned with creating the funda- for many reasons. On the recipient side, governments have
mental conditions for its own effectiveness. often preferred to retain an ability to play one donor off against
If aid is to make a broad and sustained contribution, it another, and have been apprehensive about donors ganging up
must be concerned not only with the proper selection, on them if aid coordination were to be effective. On the donor
design and implementation of individual projects, but also side, bilateral agencies were keen to pursue national commercial
with the support of broader sectoral and national efforts and political objectives that might not be served by coordination
and policies. with other donors. Donors also were concerned that they might
With many donor agencies operating in a given sector or not be able to agree with one another on significant policy is-
subsector, project and equipment types proliferate (for ex- sues.
ample, 18 makes of pump are supplied through aid for In the water supply and sanitation sector, both donors and
Kenya's rural water supply, each with different require- recipients are now more ready to appreciate that the gains from
ments for installation, maintenance, parts, and train- past lack of coordination are small in comparison with the costs.
ing). Improved coordination in any country must start with, and be
A multiplicity of donors, the complexity of their separate controlled by, the recipient, helped if necessary through techni-
procedures, and the requirements of project implementa- cal assistance.
tion and monitoring can put intolerable burdens on the
recipient's administration.

For the decade ahead, there is reason both for brought to bear fully, a resource of tremendous
concern and for hope: concern because many potential, energy, and ingenuity, if only it can be
developing countries have yet to lay a foundation effectively harnessed: the people themselves in the
that will permit rural people to meet their needs unserved communities. No one can predict how
for improved water supplies; hope because some much can be achieved if local people's aspirations,
countries have shown how this can be done. There initiatives, persistence, and self-interest are given
is an additional reason for hope, too, because there freer rein to bring about faster progress; but
is an important resource that has not yet been experience suggests that the possibilities are vast.
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Efforts to improve the water supplies used by people in rural areas of developing countries
have run into serious obstacles: not only are public funds not available to build facilities for
all, but many newly constructed facilities have fallen into disrepair and disuse. Along with
the numerous failures there are also successes in this sector. From these successes a new view
has begun to emerge of what the guiding principles of rural water supply strategies should
be.
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message is that it is the local people themselves, not those trying to help them, who have the
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primary investor, the primary organizer, and the primary overseer. The authors examine the
implications of this primary principle for the main policy issues-the level of service to be
provided in different settings, the level and mechanisms for cost recovery, the roles for the
private and public sectors, and the role of women.

The potential advantages of proceeding from this outlook, instead of the older top-down
approaches, are considerable. Improvement efforts are more likely to meet felt needs, new
facilities are more likely to be kept in service, and more communities are more likely to get
safe water sooner.
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